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Experiences reimagined 
in 2020: 
A guide for brands to navigate 
experience solutions 



Welcome to Imagination’s 
guide to Experiences in 2020 
and beyond

The immediate impact of COVID-19 has driven a need 
for the marketing industry to seek more innovative ways 
of delivering against client’s objectives.

 In a few short months,  we have adapted our Experience 
offering to enable continued delivery for clients  
through a combination of ideas, innovation and safe 
practice.

Responding to the COVID-19 crisis effectively requires  
bold thinking and bravery  from both the agency and 
brand-side and this is especially true in the world of live 
experiences.

Experiences will always be emotional, human-led but 
they  have changed.

We believe that reimagining the possibilities for 
experiences has enabled us to deliver quality results 
during the pandemic and to help businesses navigate 
the future of experiences in a new, safety-regulated  post 
COVID-19 world.  

Image from The Guardian
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Rethinking the value of 
experiences

Experiences have always had the potential to be 
transformational and inspirational, however for 
people and businesses alike, there’s been a rethink of 
what truly makes them valuable. 

Now that sense of belonging and local community 
they offer is going to be more accentuated, with a less 
purely transactional aspect. 

At the same time, cost pressures mean that every 
moment needs to add value.

Major League Baseball Event
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Creating emotional 
engagement in more ways

Imagination has always created experiences that create 
those powerful emotional connections between 
people. 

This human-led principle is going to be even more 
important as we see experiences restarting across the 
world.

However, there is a definitive shift in behaviours 
towards online and e-commerce that has been 
accelerated by COVID-19 and will likely remain even 
after the crisis subsides. 

On a human and emotional level, the unique 
combination of sensory, physical immersion cannot be 
matched by purely online experiences, however we 
know that blending these two worlds will lead to 
exciting new possibilities: hybrid experiences.

Open Saudi eVisa Event: AR activation
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Immersing with confidence

Imagination will always ensure that we adhere to 
standards specified by the relevant authorities and 
other prudent measures to reduce risk. 

We also believe that a more visible, transparent and 
signposted approach to safety and hygiene will be 
required to provide confidence for guests. This will 
involve sharing best practice and allowing all guests to 
immerse into experiences with confidence.

Image from Berkeley Build Signs
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Designing experiences 
around five principles
Whilst each experience is a unique combination of 
places, spaces, communication channels and 
activities, there are new principles which are 
fundamental to how we will design and reimagine 
experiences for late 2020 and beyond.

Imagination has been at the forefront of many 
creative and innovative approaches to designing 
experiences that are smarter, more connected or 
even virtual. 

We are excited to  see brands  embrace  these 
new approaches on a mass-scale.

Image from Ford Go Faster 6



Fluid spaces: rethinking people flow. 
New recommendations will affect the length of time 
people spend in the same spaces. This requires fluid 
spaces that are organised around the role these spaces 
need to play.

This involves rethinking people flow, to optimise the time 
that guests spend in one space and rethink how spaces 
are maintained over time and what their actual role is in 
terms of work or leisure. 1

Image from a Management Conference 7



Curated journeys: creating more 
space to breathe. 
Social distancing means that we need to redesign the 
same spaces, but for fewer people. This creates more 
curated journeys for guests though a more personalised, 
in-depth experience.

Better designed spaces that have more space for people 
to interact with their favourite products and services, with 
seamless logistics throughout. 2

Image from Rolls Royce Cullinan Event



Adapting engagement: interact 
with confidence.
 Rethinking hygiene and contact are essential to elevated 
experiences. Some experiences, such as driving cars, rely 
on touch and will need enhanced hygiene procedures.

Experiences can also be designed around touchless 
engagement to ensure guests can interact with their 
favourite brands and products in new ways. This can 
involve contactless registration, voice and gesture 
controls instead of touch-screens and the integration of 
your trusted personal mobile device. 3

Image from Canon USA Events Registration



Virtually accessible: creating 
hybrid experiences.

 
Millions have engaged online through virtually accessible 
experiences, using online technology, augmented reality 
and virtual reality.

This is leading to hybrid experiences which combine 
creative storytelling with content and integrated 
technology to create new combinations of live, virtual 
customer experiences offering a sensory, interactive 
experience that is elevated beyond typical virtual events. 4

Image from Rolls Royce Content



Experience communities: 
encouraging new behaviours.
Larger gatherings are returning in certain countries, with 
social distancing and other new behaviours to observe. 
Different rules will apply in different countries and 
festivals will return in due course.

We should not micromanage the behaviour of large 
numbers of individuals at mass events, however, we can 
encourage new behaviours such as hand washing, social 
distancing and foster a shared sense of community at 
experiences so everyone can enjoy mass gatherings once 
more. 5

Image from Ford Autoshow Event
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Best practice for 
Retail Experiences



Experiences Reimagined
In 2020
Retail Experiences

Whilst live experiences will adapt to COVID-19 through 
a combination of ideas, innovation and safe practice, 
retail experience was already undergoing significant 
changes driven by e-commerce and shifting customer 
demand on the high street and in malls.

We believe that the current scenario is a trigger to 
address these challenges head on, to accelerate the 
shift to a more fluid retail experience. 

We have drawn on our depth of experience to create 
this retail experiences guide. It combines fresh 
thinking and innovative ideas alongside some more 
practical guidance on adapting to COVID-19 safely.

Whether our clients are brands, malls, landlords or 
online brands looking to create a physical presence, 
this playbook will offer design ideas to push things 
forward well beyond the current crisis.

Image from The Guardian



Retail Experiences

Retail experiences vary between sectors, from value to luxury, 
from global brands to independents and permanent to 
transient experiences.

Whatever the format, successful experiential retail experiences 
must be integrated into a brand’s omnichannel platform 
linking the online and offline. COVID-19 has accelerated this 
need with people moving to online purchases, giving retail 
brands the increased challenge of how to attract customers 
into physical retail experiences that are inspiring and safe. 

Retail in the Covid era will see an increased move to more 
pop-up, fluid and temporary retail experiences that are 
more lean as a business model, more exciting for customers 
and that can adapt to changing safety guidelines.

This guide  takes a typical customer journey, and applies 
ideas and best practice for brands  and teams to use as a 
platform to evolve their own retail experience.



There are five priority areas that have to be considered from an operational point of view.

Retail Experiences
Priority Areas

People Health Design Distance Monitor

Our guests, customers and staff 
are our first priority

Promoting and maintaining 
health practices.

Designing enhanced 
experiences, with a safe 

environment.

Integrating social distancing, 
optimising personal space

Monitoring our current 
approach, anticipating change  
whilst continually improving.

Vulnerable people 
Scheduling and overlaps  

Separating and grouping people
Safe customer facing experiences

Safe BOH for staff

Pre-visit information
Vulnerable people 
Health screening 

  - Passive
  - Active 

Health promotion
Incident management 

Health Data 
Cleaning

Flexible design thinking that can 
adapt to different COVID-19 threat 

levels.
Optimised capacity 
Experience Zoning

New materials
Sustainability

Innovative features
Entrance and Exits 

Back of house spaces
Aisles and corridors 

Omnichannel linking online and 
offline

Interactive spaces
Product displays

Events
F&B

Queueing (General Public & VIP)
Dressing rooms

Personal shopping
Cash desks/self-checkout

Community Zones 
Wash rooms

Monitoring the ROI x ROX 
Review for any unforeseen impacts 

Anticipating change 
Customer and guest feedback 

Continually learning and improving 



Bookable Spaces & EventsPre-Visit Communication Welcoming Ceremony

● Visitors: Communicate why a must visit retail 
destination - new unique retail hybrid 
experience, an ever evolving playground of 
fashion, lifestyle, events, live streams, 
ultra-personalised sensory experiences and 
social engagement all within an inspirational 
Covid free safe haven

● Members: Drive app downloads with dynamic 
advertising and marketing communicating how 
loyalty members can access exclusive product 
drops, events, personalised experiences and VIP 
services. An app controlled on demand 
seamless experience for complete safety

● Gamified entry: a ‘welcoming ceremony’ lobby 
could turn queuing for walk-in visitors into a fun, 
gamified experience. An integral part of the 
experience not a frustrating necessity

● Safety theatre: integrated sanitisers, infrared 
sensor screening and brand ‘safety ambassadors’ 
can make safety theatrical and entertaining

● Seamless check-in: loyalty members who 
pre-booked app experiences, events and personal 
services could enter via a VIP walk-in time slot 
lobby scanning their entry code

● Categories to events: Create time allocated ‘safe 
experience zones’ to reboot retail from browsing 
categories to a fluid emotional rollercoaster of 
bookable events, exclusive drops and live 
performance

● Super blooms: rotating programs of experiential 
showcases from global to local brands can ensure 
every visit is unique, creating constant newness 
and reasons to return - vital for ROI in the Covid era

● Culture studios: empower culture building and 
Covid era innovation for brand and community 
with safe zoned collaboration incubator hubs for 
niche brands, artists & influencers 

Here is a typical customer experience and the key features that allow us to adapt to COVID-19 
whilst adding innovative ideas to elevate the quality of the experience and consider 
sustainable options.

Retail Experiences
Customer Experience



Immersive Exploration Exclusive Drops and Backstage PassesUltra-Personalised Experiences

● Touchless engagement: embrace shoppers 
migration to digital during lockdown with 
inspirational touch free tech-enabled brand / 
product storytelling and micro entertainment 
hotspots

● Omni-smart: make the physical space a living 
interface to the brand and its omnichannel 
ecosystem allowing customers to interact 
anytime and anywhere during or post visits

● Voice & haptics: emerging technologies can put 
the customer at the heart of the experience in a 
highly immersive safe way

● VIP democratised: giving customers an app 
powered experience makes for super 
personalised interactions that feel premium,   
exclusive and intuitive

● Brand concierge: An app can be a personal 
concierge to wishes and desires pre, during & post 
visit. CRM and AI can tailor the experience to be 
more personal after every customer interaction 

● Curated for you: safe private lounges could be 
booked by loyalty members for exclusive product 
demonstrations, experiences and hospitality that 
have been curated to match their lifestyles

● Rarity & limited: product innovation is key, sell 
what others don't have, keep customers wanting 
more through constant newness with in-store 
exclusives and safe samples ready to try each time

● Uncommon partnerships: collaboration can help 
brands innovate and succeed in the Covid era, 
create exciting limited edition drops and unique 
services for new audiences with bold partnerships

● Embrace fandoms: reward loyalty members 
activations on social media, shared content and 
reviews with bookable access passes to exclusive 
meet the designers events and launches held in 
behind closed doors ‘safe havens’  

Here is a typical customer experience and the key features that allow us to adapt to COVID-19 
whilst adding creative and innovative ideas to elevate the quality of the experience and 
consider sustainable options.

Retail Experiences
Customer Experience



● Campfires: Humans are social creatures, it’s 
our natural instinct to belong. Covid 19 has 
realised our need for real life interaction, 
conversation, participation and togetherness.
Create community ‘brand chambers’ for social 
distance friendship bubbles and like minded 
people to shop in a safe, fun & social way 

● Mass personal shopping: multiple bookable 
personal shopping ‘safe pods’ for individuals, 
friends and family could be a unique USP

● Escape rooms: in an era of stress and tension, 
people will look for brands that can offer 
moments of emotional escape. Use scents, sound, 
light, visual play, virtual worlds and atmosphere 
to aid mental reset 

● Space as service: treat the physical brand world 
as an inspirational oasis delivering more than just 
product sales giving customers emotional 
wellbeing and a sense of achievement  

● F&B reinvented: make food and drink a 
fundamental part of the visitor experience to 
increase revenue channels and foster brand 
advocacy through hospitality and sensory 
experience. Embrace Covid restrictions as an 
opportunity to differentiate setting a sector 
benchmark where safety functionality is invisible  

● Menu journey: with international travel restricted, 
take diners on a global journey of flavours and 
cuisines by a rotating menu, guest chefs and pop 
up food brands helping to build repeat visits

Here is a typical customer experience and the key features that allow us to adapt to COVID-19 
whilst adding creative and innovative ideas to elevate the quality of the experience and 
consider sustainable options.

Retail Experiences
Customer Experience

Community  Bubbles Sensory Havens Dwell & Socialise



● Content factory: physical retail brand homes 
should be a living channel and portal to the 
brand’s omnichannel ecosystem broadcasting 
compelling storytelling, virtual events, brand & 
influencer webcasts and shoppable live streams 
to local and global loyalty members, fandoms 
and communities - think less about ‘store’ and 
more about ‘studio’ 

● On demand: the Covid era has driven more 
consumers online and increased the pressure on 
physical retail as a profit generating business 
model. Smart retailers with pre-Covid seamless 
digital tools and omnichannel platforms 
integrated with their physical brand homes will 
benefit from customers demand for intuitive, 
quick and safe interaction and transactions that 
are smartphone driven

● Advocacy: an engaging and safe IRL retail 
experience has the power to turn visitors into 
customers and customers into advocates by  
rewarding loyalty points to spend to people who 
share their positive experience on social media 

● Transient landscape: The Covid pandemic has 
fundamentally changed the fabric of cities and 
work/life balance. As brand advocates become 
more remote in location, take nomadic micro 
showcases to local destinations and 
neighbourhoods to inspire visitors to the brand 
flagships

Here is a typical customer experience and the key features that allow us to adapt to COVID-19 
whilst adding creative and innovative ideas to elevate the quality of the experience and 
consider sustainable options.

Retail Experiences 
Customer Experience

Seamless Interaction & Transaction  Live Stream Studio Post Visit Experiences



Safety theatre  maze

20 WDC 2021, Imagination 

Retail Experiences 
Design - Approach in practice - Entrance & Welcome 

Welcoming ceremony

Make visiting a retail destination a safe and rewarding experience from the start. 

Moving walk-in and bookable time allocated visitors from queuing  externally to an 
internal gamified ‘safety theatre’ lobby zone with integrated hand sanitising kiosks 
& body temperature scanners will make Covid-era safety engaging theatre which is 
an integral part of the retail experience, not a frustrating necessity.

A gamified ‘safety theatre’ lobby zone could be created as a temporary physical 
structure or using digital projection, both of which can be adapted as COVID-19 
restrictions change.

Digital projection safety guidance YESNO

Dedicated entry and exit to reduce 
cross over

Time slot entry

VIP entry



21 WDC 2021, Imagination 

Retail Experiences 
Design - Approach in practice - Pop-up Experience Zoning

Curated time allocated customer journey

Reboot retail from browsing categories to a linear guided emotional rollercoaster route of time 
allocated pop-up safe experience zones of experiential brand showcases, touch free immersive 
product exploration, live events and launches. Each experience zone should allow visitors to use their 
own judgement to navigate the space, maintaining social distancing with floor markings and spatial 
design. Shop product galleries safely and easily by app with customer baskets fulfilled in-store or post 
visit with home delivery.

Time Allocated Safe 
Experience Zone 

Time Allocated Safe 
Experience Zone 

Time Allocated Safe 
Experience Zone 

Time Allocated Safe 
Experience Zone 

Time slot entry

VIP entry

Up to Brand Chambers, 
Escape Rooms, Culture 
Studios & F&B 

Bookable Spaces & Events

Touch Free Immersive Exploration

Exclusive Drops and Backstage Passes

Generic short term lease multi-level retail unit - ground level

2m



Down 

Ultra-Personalised Experiences

Community  Bubbles

22 WDC 2021, Imagination 

Retail Experiences
Design - Approach in practice - Community/Personal Shopping Mode 

Brand chambers, community shopping & private lounges

Community ‘brand chambers’ offer a unique way for social distance friendship bubbles and like 
minded people to shop in a safe, fun & social way. ‘Brand chambers’ democratise personal shopping to 
a wider audience. Each chamber can be designed and curated to be flexible with sliding partitions to 
create larger zones for bigger groups, events and launches. Customer entry via NFC touchless code 
from mobile device at allocated time slot. After safe product exploration product ordered by app and 
collected at social distance fulfillment desk or delivered to customers home.

Time Allocated Safe Community/
Personal Shopping Lounges 

Generic short term lease multi-level retail unit - first floor

Curated For You

 Exclusive Drop 
Showcase Super 

Bloom 
2m

2m

Brand Chamber Brand Chamber Brand Chamber 

FR HS 
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Up to F&B 

HS 

Brand Chamber Brand Chamber Brand Chamber 
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Space as broadcast studio

Safe haven flexible spaces

23 WDC 2021, Imagination 

Retail Experiences 
Design - Approach in practice - Event & Culture Studio Mode 

Flexible spaces and zones for brand safe havens, influencer & event content creation  

Modular flexible spatial design can quickly change community ‘brand chambers’ and personal shopping 
lounges into more open plan exploration with brand safe havens and niche brand incubator showcases. 
Being highly flexible creates newness, reasons to return and future proofing as COVID-19  restrictions 
change. Safe zoned studio spaces turn the physical brand home into a content factory broadcasting 
compelling storytelling, live events, brand & influencer webcasts and shoppable live streams to local and 
global audiences.

Niche brand incubator

2m

2m

Brand Zone 

Event Zone 

Brand Zone Brand Zone 

2m

Brand Zone Brand Zone Brand Zone 

 Exclusive Drop 
Showcase Super 

Bloom 

Generic short term lease multi-level retail unit - first floor

FR SR 

FR SR FR SR FR SR 

FR SR FR SR 

Down 

2m

Up to F&B 



Chef’s Table Safe Dining Pods 

24 WDC 2021, Imagination 

Retail Experiences
Design - Approach in practice - Dwell & Socialise 

Reinvention of F&B for the Covid era and beyond

Shopping is a social occasion. Hospitality as part of a visitor experience to help drive retail brand home visits, 
dwell time and increase revenue channels is nothing new. Embracing COVID-19 restrictions is however a 
unique opportunity to set a hospitality benchmark creating an F&B experience that has never been seen 
before, where Covid-era safety functionality is invisible and the concept remains fresh into a COVID-19 free 
future. Consider making food theatre and passover a safe personal fun experience and USP. Make booking 
time slots and service an app driven seamless experience for ultimate safety and convenience with unique 
safe ways to serve food and drinks.

1m

BOH Glass Box Kitchen  

Chef’s Table Booths & Servery Hatch 

Theatre of Making  

App Powered Experience  

Generic short term lease multi-level retail unit - second floor

1m

SAFE ZONED 
WASH ROOMS  

SAFE ZONED 
WASH ROOMS  

Personal booth passovers 

Check-in 

Down 
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If you are interested in leading your brand back into 
the world of experiences, we would love to help.

We have produced a blueprint to help clients navigate the new 
marketing world. Five operational pillars are outlined in detail on 
exactly how your brand can make a safe, successful return to live 
events:

● People
● Health
● Design
● Distance
● Monitoring

Would you like a free 30 minute session with one of our 
consultants who will discuss the blueprint tailored to your 
needs?

Email us now to book your ‘Experiences Reimagined’ 
session with Simon Beddoe, our Head of Business 
Development: simon.beddoe@imagination.com

mailto:simon.beddoe@imagination.com

